Restoration of immune abnormalities in diabetic BB rats after pancreas transplantation. I. Macrochimerism of donor-graft-derived RT6+ T cells responsible for restoration of immune responsiveness and suppression of autoimmune reaction.
Diabetes-prone (DP) BB rats (RT1(u), RT6.1) spontaneously develop insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) and the disease manifestation resembles that in human IDDM. DP rats are immunodeficient with severe T lymphocytopenia due to the absence of T cells expressing the RT6 differential alloantigen, which have immunoregulatory functions. MHC- and non-MHC-compatible Wistar Furth (WF; RT1(u), RT6.2) pancreases were transplanted into DP rats. WF pancreas grafts were destroyed by IDDM recurrence (insulitis), but not by rejection, with a mean survival time of 65.3 +/- 21.7 days. To prevent the recurrence of IDDM in the grafts, monoclonal antibodies to intercellular adhesion molecule-1 and leukocyte function-associated antigen-1 were administered. WF pancreas grafts were indefinitely accepted (>108.0 +/- 26.8 days) in monoclonal antibody-treated DP recipients. The number of T cells was increased and cellular immune responses restored only in the DP rats that had accepted grafts. The increased number of T cells was due to the peripheral appearance of donor-type RT6.2+ T cells, which represented 34.3 +/- 7.0% of total splenic T cells. The cytotoxicity of splenic T cells to WF islet cells was suppressed in the presence of RT6+ T cells in vitro. These findings demonstrated that stable macrochimerism of donor-derived RT6+ T cells could restore the immune responses and prevent the recurrence of IDDM in the DP recipients.